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POWER OPTIONS

• 11kW Siemens Electric
• 15kW Siemens Electric
• 27hp Kohler Petrol
• 30hp Kohler Petrol

BLADE OPTIONS

• 160, 210 or 240 mm width/depth cut

Bestbier SA manufactures 6 models of swingblade sawmills.

Our standard models comprise of:
160 Electric or Petrol: max cut depth 160mm
210 Electric or Petrol: max cut depth 210mm
240 Electric or Petrol: max cut depth 240mm

Our electric swingblade sawmill is one of a kind as it features a direct drive from the motor 
to the sawblade. This eliminates the need for a gearbox and makes the sawmill more 
e�cient.

Our Petrol models make use of a Kohler 2 cylinder 4-stroke engine, which is very powerful 
and reliable.
All swingblade models can accommodate a log with a diameter of up to 1meter.

Electric Swingblade

Petrol Swingblade

SWINGBLADE SAWMILLS
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Bestbier SA also manufactures three arbour resaw models that o�er the best solution if you 
are looking for a resaw with tremendous speed and extremely accurate cutting. 

The resaw operates on the principle of a double arbour, with two blades which rotate in the 
same direction – one blade sawing from either side of the machine.

POWER OPTIONS

• 2 x 7.5kW Siemens Electric
• 2 x 11kW Siemens Electric
• 2 x 15kW Siemens Electric
• 2 x 18kW Siemens Electric

BLADE OPTIONS

• 2, 4 or 6 blades
• Cant size 200 X 200mm, or
   Max cant size of 240 X 240mm
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Bestbier SA manufactures models ranging from a 5-ton to a 24-ton model. Our grain carts 
feature a highly e�cient single auger design, which means very low maintenance and less 
power required. 
The auger folds forward to make it easy for the operator to see the �ow of grain when 
o�oading.  The bin is bolted together for easy panel replacement. The auger is designed for 
a high o�oading rate and has an exceptional long side reach, making it easy to o�oad. 
The bin has a sluice on the bottom of the auger sump which can be used for dumping over 
a pit. 

Our grain carts also feature an inline drive system which eliminates the need for chains and 
belts in the drive train, making it one the most reliable grain carts on the market.

LIGHTSROLL-UP CANVAS

GRAIN CART
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Bestbier SA’s land silo is ideal for mass grain handling during harvest time. 

The range consists of a 40, 50 and 60 ton model. 

Roll-up canvas and lights are standard.

The land silo discharges at a height of 4.3 meters and a rate of 5 tons per minute.

LIGHTSROLL-UP CANVAS

LAND SILO
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Bestbier SA manufactures bulk fertilizer trailers ranging from an 8-ton to a 20-ton capacity.
The trailer’s bin is protected against corrosion by means of galvanizing and high quality paint.
The trailer can be �tted with a belt conveyor or a screw auger, both in di�erent length 
options. The belt conveyor is designed for high o�oading speeds and durability. 
Both the screw auger and belt conveyor are hydraulically driven.
 
A roll over canvas is standard on all models. 

LIGHTSROLL-UP CANVAS

FERTILIZER TRAILER
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Bestbier SA’s side tip trailer is ideal for potato harvesting. 

By tilting the bin during the loading process, damage is signi�cantly reduced to the potatoes.  

The bin’s sides are bolt-on and when removed, forms a �atbed trailer. 

Implement and tip trailers are also available in various sizes. 

We also custom design trailers according to the client’s needs.

SIZES YOUR CHOICEBOLT

TRAILERS
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LIGHTSROLL-UP CANVAS

Bestbier SA manufactures silage trailers up to 30m³.

The inside of the bin is smooth to ensure easy o�oading whilst the heavy duty chassis 
ensures a durable product. 

Expanded metal mesh sides are optional. 

Roll up canvas and lights are standard. 

METAL SIDES SIZES

SILAGE TRAILER



Bestbier SA manufactures tillers and cultivators in various sizes according to the client’s needs. 

Various tine options are also available e.g. sweeps and tine size.

SIZESYOUR CHOICE

TILLERS & CULTIVATORS
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Bestbier SA manufactures land rollers in various sizes according to the client’s speci�cations.

The standard design is strong and robust for low maintenance and maximum e�ciency.

SIZESYOUR CHOICE

LAND ROLLER
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YOUR CHOICESIZES

Bestbier SA designs and manufactures stubble rollers according to the client’s speci�cations. 

The standard design is simple and robust for low maintenance and maximum e�ciency.

STUBBLE ROLLER



Bestbier SA manufactures row crop cultivators in various sizes, from 3m wide up to 16m wide.
Our row crop cultivator carts are �tted standard with high �oatation wheels, which ensures a 
constant working depth of the tines in all soil conditions. 
The carts can be �tted with extensions to convert it to a �eld cultivator for seed bed 
preparation.

YOUR CHOICE LOOSE UNITS

ROW CROP CULTIVATOR
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PRE-PLANT

Bestbier SA manufactures strip-rippers and strip-tillage equipment according to the client’s 
needs.
 
Hydraulically driven pre-plant fertilizer hoppers are optional. 

Bestbier’s fuel saver tine requires less Kw without compromising working depth and quality.

A variety of hook options is available.

HITCH OPTIONSYOUR CHOICE

STRIP RIP/TILL #1
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Bestbier SA manufactures various types and sizes of rippers. 

Pre plant is optional on all models. 

A combination of a rod weeder and a ripper is also available. 

A variety of hook options is available.

YOUR CHOICE PRE-PLANT TINESCOMBINATIONS HITCH OPTIONS

RIPPERS
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COMBINATIONS

Bestbier SA manufactures chissel ploughs in various sizes.

Di�erent tines and frame con�gurations are available.  

LENGTHS HITCH OPTIONS

CHISSEL PLOW



HITCH OPTIONS

Bestbier SA manufactures rod weeders in various lengths.

A variety of hook options is available.

LENGTHS

ROD WEEDER
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SIZES

Bestbier SA’s pull grader range consist of two models, a 2.8m blade width model and a 3.6m 
blade width model. 
The robust design ensures a durable product. 
The grader blade has a high ground clearance making it ideal for scraping contours.
The ground engaging parts are industry standard and easily obtainable.

The grader can also be used as a dam scoop by attaching a bolt-on bucket. 

Tandem wheel con�guration and a canopy are additional features available for both 
models.

BOLT

PULL GRADER



Bestbier SA manufactures various loose component/attachments for a wide variety of 
machines.
We also custom build row cleaners, cutter gangs etc. according to the client’s speci�cations.
The list of attachments we manufacture are as follow:

• Row Cleaners
• Cutting coulters
• Pre-plant tines
• Pre-plant roller units- with constant working depth parallel linkages
• Row Crop cultivator carts
• Various Rollers
• Fertilizer trip tines for planters
• Various rakes

YOUR CHOICE LOOSE UNITS

LOOSE COMPONENTS #1
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Row Cleaner

Cutter Disc

LOOSE COMPONENTS #2

Bestbier SA manufacures row cleaners for planters and various implements. 

Our unique row cleaner design makes it easy to adjust to adapt to various working 
conditions. 

We also manufature pre-plant tines and complete pre plant units. 

Bestbier SA also manufactures cutting coulters for planters and strip tillage implements.

LOOSE UNITS

Fertilizer Tine

Rake
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Bestbier SA manufactures loose roller units accroding to the client’s spesi�cations.

Bed discs are optional.

LOOSE UNITS

LOOSE COMPONENTS #3



+27 (0)51 432 0342
+27 (0)86 244 8521
info@bestbiersa.co.za
www.bestbiersa.co.za

Tel:
Fax:

Email:
Web:


